Highland Medina LPDC
Evaluation of Approved Professional Development

CEU Professional Reflection Form
To be completed after the Professional Development Experience

One Reflection Form may be completed for multiple continuing education programs that meet one of your individual goals.

Indicate the number of continuing education hours in which your reflection involves: _____

Indicate the IPDP Goal # for which the above hours apply: _________

Provide a brief response for each of the following questions

1. How is this Professional Development purposefully structured to occur over time?

2. What data sources guided you toward this Professional Development?

3. How does the PD include opportunities for collaboration?

4. How did the PD include varied learning experiences to accommodate adult learning needs?

5. Evaluate the PD as to its short- and long-term impact

6. How did the PD result in the acquisition, enhancement or refinement of skills or knowledge?
Applicant’s Signature: _______________________________________
Date: _____________________________

LPDC approval _______________                  Revision required: ________________

Chairperson Signature: _____________________________________________